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About This Game

You are the contestant Pod Pilot, armed with only your wits and your composure.

AND A GIANT LASER SWORD.

In the Arclight Arena, you fend off Glass Drones and other Player Pilots by swiping and slashing them away in glorious 4-way
Sabre clashing combat! Fight through a multitude of Arena layouts in Competitive, Duel and Single Player Game Modes with

fully customizable Rule Sets and full controller support.

Featuring delicious 'leighties' tunes from Indie scene stars Shirobon, MegaNeko and Jim Loh, Arclight Cascade brings the full
Arcade experience to your Party/Living room/Dorm/Office meeting that totally ain't rad enough.
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Title: Arclight Cascade
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Hexdragonal Games
Publisher:
Hexdragonal Games
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.3 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 2.5 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT or AMD Radeon HD 3830

Storage: 400 MB available space
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1Heart brings the heebie-jeebies in its fantastic art style and use of color and sound. From the moment the game loads the first
odd cut scene, you know you are in for something weird, twisted, and probably not going to make alot of sense. That doesn't
stop this title from packing everything you love about the genre into the game though. You have items that can be combined,
puzzles, finding hidden objects, and feeling plenty lost 90% of the time. Veterans of the genre may enjoy the challenge that
1Heart offers, being a game that is very stingy with its hint system for better or worse. Those like me, who have some
experience but only play on occasion may want to keep a handy guide on stand by as it is very easy to feel lost and confused as
to what to do next. Despite this though, the puzzles are enjoyable, the game sticks to its theme unabashedly, and the voice acting
guides the story, even if I found it slightly cheesy at times. In all 1Heart is a strange and twisted tale, it requires patience, luck,
and most of all, lots of clicking. The game is well designed and looks fantastic. Just be aware of the nature of the beast. This
isn't a game to hold your hand, simply put.

I made a video review to show off some of the features and gameplay of this game!
https://youtu.be/Cqv2U9rDvCM
I hope you enjoy!
Martyr. This game is simple, but as it is simple, is beautiful. Hope there are new versions so there are corrections in some things,
I definitely recommend. nice happy ending T-T. Some decent puzzles and new things to do in this dlc, not bad..not bad. Some
good lore to add to the game as well.. the game is pretty good, I would recomend it if you like The Way, Lone Suvivor, or Neon
Chrome.. Bought this because Fatshark deserve the money, FLC and solid patches should be celebrated in this day and age.. For
the amount of time I have played I really enjoyed this game. It has a lot of potential.

Things I suggest that should be added:
-Level Editor + Workshop
-Multiplayer (2-4 As Usual)
-More perks and weapons
-More maps. Every corner is filled with mystery and adventure. Definitely one of the better Sorcery! games, and here's the
kicker:

All of them were good.

Funnyjoke\/10

Just get the series. It's worth it.
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Great strategy game that's got a simple design and excellent performance. I'm diggin' it.. Some problems, but overall a pretty
comfy game, maybe not worth 15 dollars but if its on sale i'd pick it up. The true evolution of the S***** F****** EX series.

I loved the first arcade game, loved the second one, loved the Playstation ports.

The game runs great even on my 7 year old PC.

I can't think of many bad things to say about the game itself, so I'm just gonna press the button now, k?. I never could've
imagined that a game with just blocks could make me so sad. It tells a really sad story and is challenging too. I don't regret
buying it.. Stealth and remotely-detonated bombs somehow combined, challenge and high replayability... And a level editor and
user-generated levels on top of that! It's a great game to kill some time, and provides a lot of bang for your buck considering it's
a $5 game. Definitely worth checking out the demo if any of that sounds at all enjoyable to you. This game surprised me.. it
would be cool if you can kill the dogs becouse if you active the alarm your dead. Crashes my computer.. I'm amazed at the sheer
amount of playability this game has every time i play it.

When i initially bought FortressCraft i wasn't expecting a 500+ hour game, Frozen Factory adds so much additional content
both Early AND Late game. It's the kind of game that you can't clearly describe in a single review, Theres so much to it and so
much satisfaction to be had.

Can not recommend this enough after watching the hundreds of hours pumped into this by the 1 full time Dev and the huge
amount of support it has recieved from the community.

Don't be indecisive, Go for it, It's ossum.. After the first few levels, I thought this might turn out to be a cutsie, easy game - I
was wrong!

A lot of thought is needed.

Great bang per buck game.. Unlike other puz-builder games, we don't have wars here, so the plus is that I can focus only on
building the city. Sometimes there is a problem with clicking on the appropriate box, the zoom is too big. In addition, the game
is getting better - I recommend it.
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